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Please do this now:

On your scrap paper, please
DRAW THE TREE YOU WOULD HAVE 

DRAWN IN KINDERGARTEN.



Maggie T Sutrov, Teaching Artist

● I paint on site throughout Maui and beyond.
● Ulana ‘Āina
● Paint There
● State Foundation for Culture & the Arts 

Teaching Artist Roster
● Taught at Pomaika’i Elem on Maui
● Founding staff Pride Prep Charter School in 

Spokane, WA

I am driven to help people find their creative 
courage, and to connect with place through art.  
Kids, AND Adults.

create@paintthere.com
(808) 283-0109

Instagram: @paint.there
Facebook: Paint There With Maggie Sutrov

https://www.paintthere.com/ulana-aina/
https://paintthere.com/
https://sfca.hawaii.gov/arts-education-programs/artists-in-the-schools/artistic-teaching-partners-roster/maggie-sutrov/
https://sfca.hawaii.gov/arts-education-programs/artists-in-the-schools/artistic-teaching-partners-roster/maggie-sutrov/
mailto:create@paintthere.com
https://www.instagram.com/paint.there/
https://www.facebook.com/paintthere


The creative risk threshold of 
teachers is the creative risk 
threshold of their students.



Kennedy Center

https://www.kennedy-center.org/education/resources-for-educators/classroom-resources/articles-and-how-tos/articles/collections/arts-integration-resources/what-is-arts-integration/


Our Challenge:

How do we use ART to create meaning 
AND meet curricular objectives? 

How do we build expectations of quality 
work AND encourage each student’s 

individual, creative voice?



Contour Drawing Challenge

Google Slides for classroom

Video for students (made during pandemic)

Contour Drawing video for Mindfulness (made for adults as a part of my PaintThere.com subscription)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AsKGD1r-iIX45vPgnYTTVXw5qikMp7Wpa33AauzoVgA/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/8H3gZfa1QUk
https://www.paintthere.com/doi-suthep-8-22/


Symbol
A symbol is a simple picture 
that stands for something else.  
When we are young we draw 
symbols, but is that what’s 
REALLY there if we look closely?



Ansel Adams



Ansel Adams



Contour Drawing is when 
you draw the outside edge 
and most important lines.  



We are STRENGTHENING our Eyes, Mind and Hands.



Contour Drawing Challenge

Level 1: Finger CONTOUR. (Trace with your finger.)

Level 2: EYE CONTOUR. (Trace with your eye.)

Level 3: BLIND CONTOUR. (Draw without looking at paper.)

Level 4: CONTOUR DRAWING (Draw contour with looking.)



Contour Drawing Challenge

Level 1: Finger CONTOUR. (Trace with your finger.)



Contour Drawing Challenge

Level 1: Finger CONTOUR. (Trace with your finger.)

Level 2: EYE CONTOUR. (Trace with your eye.)



Contour Drawing Challenge

Level 1: Finger CONTOUR. (Trace with your finger.)

Level 2: EYE CONTOUR. (Trace with your eye.)

Level 3: BLIND CONTOUR. (Draw w/out looking at paper.)



Contour Drawing Challenge

Level 1: Finger CONTOUR. (Trace with your finger.)

Level 2: EYE CONTOUR. (Trace with your eye.)

Level 3: BLIND CONTOUR. (Draw without looking at paper.)

Level 4: CONTOUR DRAWING (Draw contour with looking.)



What do you like about your drawing?



How would you connect THIS experience 
to your classroom learning?

How does this experience of close observation 
become a jumping off point?

What standards can this connect to? 

What SEL objectives?  



This process—

Builds skills and focus while also not allowing for 
perfectionism.

Develops close observation that can be applied to inquiry, 
writing, reflection, etc, regardless of how the art turns out.

Develops mindfulness.

Can be applied to any object of interest, so it can be 
reused for many curricular objectives.



What if we want students to go deeper? 

In the Contour Drawing Challenge we were 
CONSTRUCTING UNDERSTANDING.  

Especially when we want art to DEMONSTRATE 
UNDERSTANDING, we may want another level to this 
experience.



CRITERIA

In the negative space around 
your contour drawing use 
different types of LINE to 
EXPRESS how the health of its 
environment will affect the 
health of your tree.



Giving/Receiving Feedback

1. “I like how you…”
Art Presenter: Displays their drawing.
Responder: Shares specific details they like about their 
neighbor’s art.
“I like how you used ___ lines to show ____.”



Giving/Receiving Feedback

2. “Tell me about your painting.”
Art Presenter: Shares about their artwork.

“I want to express _______ by _______.”
“My painting is about _______ .”



Giving/Receiving Feedback

3. “What if…?”
Responder: Shares ideas that help the Art Presenter express 
their ideas and meet the criteria.

“What if you have thick lines in some areas and thin lines in 
others so that we feel how those parts are different?

Note: Depending on the students and class culture, you might teach Responders to request, 
“Would you like a ‘What if…’?”



Why “What If…?”

“You should…”



A “What if…” is an IDEA that you don’t have to use.  

If you gather lots of “What ifs…” from other people, 
those ideas might help you come up with your OWN 
idea that you like even better!

When we look closely at each other’s artwork, we get 
even more ideas for our own!



1. I like how you…
2. Tell me about your painting.
3. What if…?
4. My next step is…

Giving/Receiving Feedback



“The only unique contribution that we will ever 
make in this world will be born of our creativity.”   

-Brené Brown





How are YOU creative?

Click Here!

https://prezi.com/h_mnfy1aihdv/we-are-all-creative/?present=1

